
 
 
New Optimus Round Protection: Shatterproof Poly-Carbonate Covers 

12 Lights in 1 while adding shatterproof protection 
 

 

May 21st - Auburn, WA – Vision X Lighting announces the newest feature of the Optimus 

Round LED Pods: shatterproof poly-carbonate covers. The new covers allow for 12 unique 

configurations of just one light!  With the snap of a cover, change the beam pattern or color 

of light output to easily match the conditions on the road, the trail, the dunes, or anywhere in 

between. The Optimus Round Covers improve visibility in snow, fog, and dust as well as 

providing for varied beam pattern configurations. 

“From testimonials of truck operators in Alaska to racers in the Baja California, we have 

found that certain beam colors optimize visibility in certain conditions,” says Nick Irwin, Vice 

President of Product Development. Irwin states, “Red covers aid operators to see better in 

dust and orange increases visibility in fog by eliminating blue frequencies which reflect off of 

the water vapor of fog and dust particulate back at the driver. Likewise, blue lighting 

frequency enhances light output in snowy conditions by reflecting off snow and extending 

the lighting distance.” 



 

The OPR covers also come in 3 unique beam configurations. Meant for use with the 

OPR110 and OPR110KIT, the light can be converted into a euro or trail flood patterned 

beam in addition to the spot beam pattern. The spot cover is a clear lens that serves as 

protection for the already spot optic in the OPR110. The euro cover is a flat horizontal beam 

which illuminates the path ahead while spreading light to the periphery, making this beam 

perfect for driving applications. Lastly, the trail flood is a vertical beam meant to light the 

ground beneath to the tree tops above, a beam perfect for lower-speed trail lighting 

illuminating all potential hazards. 

 



Not only do the covers provide unique configurations for the Optimus Round LED Pod, the 

covers also provide unmatched protection. Blocking against rocks and debris, the durable 

construction of the shatterproof Optimus Round Poly-Carbonate Covers prolong the lifespan 

of the light. The Vision X Black-Out Cover is available for when the light is not in use and 

glows in the dark. 

Item # Part # Description Jobber 

PCV-OPR1 9889528 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV 
PROTECTIVE COVER CLEAR 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1B 9889559 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV BLUE 
COVER CLEAR 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1BEU 9889566 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV BLUE 
COVER EURO BEAM 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1BFL 9889573 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV BLUE 
COVER FLOOD BEAM 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1BL 9889580 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV 
PROTECTIVE COVER BLACK OUT 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1EU 9889535 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV 
PROTECTIVE COVER EURO BEAM 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1FL 9889542 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV 
PROTECTIVE COVER FLOOD BEAM 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1R 9889719 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV RED COVER 
CLEAR 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1REU 9889726 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV RED COVER 
EURO BEAM 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1RFL 9889733 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV RED COVER 
FLOOD BEAM 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1Y 9889740 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV YELLOW 
COVER CLEAR 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1YEU 9889757 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV YELLOW 
COVER EURO BEAM 

$15.00  

PCV-OPR1YFL 9889764 OPTIMUS ROUND SERIES PCV YELLOW 
COVER FLOOD BEAM 

$15.00 

 

### 

About Vision X Lighting: 
Vision X Lighting, located in Seattle, Washington, was established in 1997 with the 
mission to revolutionize the lighting industry. Since that time, Vision X has created one 
of the largest premium lighting offerings in the world with hundreds of products and 
applications. Now, the military, border patrol, and even NASA have trusted Vision X on 
vehicles that cannot work with second best. Vision's leadership in lighting has landed 
them on the Inc. 500|5000 list for two consecutive years, ranking 563rd in 2013 with a 
799% growth rate in 3 years, 10th overall in manufacturing, and Washington's fastest-



growing manufacturing company. Vision X Lighting's commitment to its customers, 
dealers and product is unsurpassed. www.visionxusa.com 
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